DELEGATION OF MATERIAL REVIEW AUTHORITY – 96X0005

Material Review Authority is hereby granted on this contract in accordance with the requirements of Report 96X0005. Delegation of Material Review Authority is subject to Seller's approval status as described in Report 96X0005.

If this Material Review Authority is to be used on Buyer-designed, build-to-print items, Seller shall meet the requirements of Report 96X0005 including Appendix A therein. Seller's Material Review Authority on Buyer-designed, build-to-print items applies only to those items/programs identified in the Material Review Authority authorizing memo, even though this requirement may appear on contracts for items/programs other than those listed in the authorizing memo.

Report 96X0005 is located at the following URL:  
Click on 'integrated defense systems', 'ST. LOUIS', and 'MATERIAL REVIEW AUTHORITY (MRA)' to access the Report. Seller shall use the Report in effect as of the date of the purchase contract / change originally imposing this requirement, unless specified otherwise.

This requirement shall take precedence over other nonconformance processing requirements included in this contract except as specified within Report 96X0005.

Seller shall notify Buyer in writing when discrepancies in Seller's process or Goods are discovered or suspected regarding Goods delivered or to be delivered under this contract.